2«4	YOU   CAN'T  BE TOO  CAREFUL
concentrated attention like a hornet coine inio a roomful of
quiet people. But suchlike disturbers of the peace were
far away, a distant buzzing, and the word " Bawls " protected
this place of rest as effectively as an angel with a flaming
fiery sword.
The whole of Morningside Prospect had made its peace
with God, and it felt that if you didn't annoy God, He could
be trusted not to annoy you.   The faint flavour of Rome
that hung about that biretta and soutane excused any per-
sistent church going.   Which would not have occurred any-
how.  There would always have been some faint flavour or
other in extenuation.   One or two of the ladies " communi-
cated *" at Easter and assisted with the decorations at Harvest
Thanksgiving. If some Buzzer had got through with whispers
of unbelief, Morningside Prospect would not have argued,
it would have " stood up " for God simply and firmly. If on
the other hand the Redeemer of Mankind, whose authentic
portraits adorned quite a number of the Prospect bedrooms,
had appeared, true to those pictures, white-robed and radiant)
Morningside  Prospect  would  have  quietly  gone indoors,
fastened the door, and watched this intrusive anachronism
discreetly from behind a blind, apprehensive of any little
miracles that might occur.   A few with memories of their
early Sunday school lessons might have felt anxious about
Mrs Rooter's fig tree at the end of the row, because He was
notoriously hasty with fig trees, and hers was notoriously
barren.
So much for the religion of Morningside. Its attitude
towards Nature was equally passive. The Prospect had
dismissed any curiosity it had ever possessed about Nature,
It had decided that Nature also was quite trustworthy if you
didn't mess about with her. There were the Secrets of Nature,
but no decent person ever dreamt of raising her skirts. There
were the Wonders of Nature, but there was no need to pry
into them. You just said they were wonderful. You went out
and looked up at the stars on a starry night. You remained
still for a time. " It makes you think,*' you said profoundly,
and thought no more about it.

